Swiss-Ultimate Serum - Instructions for Use
Congratulations on your purchase of Swiss‐Ultimate Serum. This special new wrinkle formula utilizes select European, Asian and North American
ingredients to reduce the visible signs of aging (particularly under your eyes). Swiss Ultimate Serum is a concentrated cosmetic formula to; help
improve visible firmness, skin tone and elasticity around your eyes, while helping to restore a youthful‐looking eye‐contour surface. In all cases,
you must be satisfied. We stand‐behind our products with our 90‐day, 100% “Swiss No‐Hassle” satisfaction guarantee. Please retain these
instructions.
WE RECOMMEND THIS EASY, 24‐HOUR SKIN TEST – PRIOR TO USING THE SERUM ON YOUR FACE FOR THE FIRST TIME;
HERE’S HOW: Swiss‐Ultimate Serum is a professional‐grade product, containing scientifically‐researched ingredients to reduce the visible signs of aging on your
face. Most clients find our product causes no irritation at all in regular use. However (in common with other products in this category) we do recommend a 24‐hour
cosmetic skin test first, to ensure no irritation is experienced with your personal skin type. RECOMMENDED SKIN TEST LOCATION: a very small patch under each
eye, or behind your ears. TEST QUANTITY: Press the delivery‐end of the syringe once to deliver a dose of Serum. TEST APPLICATION: Place a dot of the Serum in a
very small (finger‐sized) circle patch, under each eye or behind each your ears. Gently dab the Serum in a light motion. 12‐hours later, apply a similar dose, in the
same location and wait an additional 12 hours. TEST RESULTS: As long as no redness or irritation results in the test location, you may proceed to the regular use
instructions, below. If any redness or irritation occurs in the test area, do not proceed with regular use of the Serum and please contact us for further guidance or
a substitute product. Consult a Dermatologist if necessary.

1.

Swiss‐Ultimate Serum is intended to be applied twice‐daily; once at night before bedtime, and once after your morning
cleansing regime.

2.

Swiss‐Ultimate Serum’s patent‐pending, no‐needle syringe package ensures you get the correct amount; remove the clear
plastic cap from your no‐needle syringe. Unlock the syringe by rotating it counter‐clockwise. The applicator should then
move smoothly and deliver a dose of Serum from the dispensing end, when you press on the white plastic plunger of the
syringe.

3.

Press once on the white plastic plunger and deposit one full dose of Swiss‐Ultimate Serum on the end of your ring‐
finger (the finger next to your little‐finger). One dose should be enough Serum to apply under both eyes. Apply the
Serum onto the skin underneath your eyes in a light, dabbing‐motion. Then, smooth the Serum into your skin with your
ring‐finger. NOTE: Many Cosmetologists recommend using the ring‐finger because it is the weakest of your fingers ‐ and
most‐suitable for applying treatments to the delicate skin under your eye.

4.

Coverage of Serum on skin under your eyes should extend from one corner of your eye to the other corner, and
downward approx. 1/2 inch (1.3cm) under your eyelid (the area where wrinkles tend to occur). If you need an additional
dose of Serum to achieve the recommended coverage, simply press on the plunger again to deliver a second dose of
Serum. Then apply to skin under your eyes, as required.

5.

CAUTION: Be careful not get the Serum into the eye itself. Like all cosmetic skin treatments, Swiss‐Ultimate Serum is
designed to be applied to the skin around the eye, not in the eye. If you do get a little of the Serum in your eye, and
irritation lasts more than 30‐seconds, flush your eye with clean, running water from the tap. Consult medical advice if
excessive irritation is experienced ‐ either in the eye or on your facial skin. Do not ingest the product by mouth.

6.

If you wish to apply Swiss‐Ultimate Serum to other areas of your face (other than under the eyes) we recommend limiting
the application to wrinkle‐prone areas of skin on the forehead and corners of the mouth.

How Does Swiss‐Ultimate Serum Work? This exclusive formula works by simultaneously; delivering ingredients that
reduce the visible appearance of wrinkles, and applying a special layer to lock‐in moisture. With this intensely‐hydrating formula,
we believe within 30‐days you’ll see Swiss‐Ultimate Serum offers visible results to reduce the appearance of wrinkles.
If You Need to Contact Us: We stand behind our products and want you to be happy with your purchase. If you have any
questions or comments, we would be happy to hear from you. All our products carry our 90‐day 100% satisfaction guarantee.
Please contact us by email: help@betterclix.com and we will get back to you, ASAP! You may also contact us on our
AMAZON.COM page. Simply go to AMAZON online, and search for ‘Swiss Ultimate Serum.’ You will then be able to contact us,
directly via AMAZON. You may also reach us by phone, toll‐free; 800‐930‐7674. Contact by mail: Swiss Ultimate Labs, 22 Shelter
Rock Lane #33 Danbury, CT 06810, USA.

Ingredients: ACETYL HEXAPEPTIDE‐8, SCUTELLARIA BAICALENSIS ROOT EXTRACT, HYALURONIC ACID, SEAWEED EXTRACT, WATER, ARGANIA SPINOSA KERNEL
OIL, HESPERIDIN METHYL CHALCONE, ILOMASTAT, STEARETH‐20, GLYCERIN, PALMITOYL TRIPEPTIDE‐3, CARNOSINE, ACETYL OCTAPEPTIDE‐3, N‐
HYDROXYSUCCINIMIDE, CHRYSIN, PALMITOYL OLIGOPEPTIDE, PALMITOYL TETRAPEPTIDE‐7, IODOPROPYNYL BUTYLCARBAMATE, DMDM HYDANTOIN
Statements on this page have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is a cosmetic, not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent
any disease. Consult a medical professional if you experience any undue redness or irritation you believe may be caused by use of this
product.
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